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ABSTRACT: Antibacterial polypeptides as ancient immune
defense systems are effective against bacteria. Here we report a
novel kind of “armed” carrier: an antibacterial polypeptide-
grafted chitosan-based nanocapsule with an excellent anti-
bacterial efficacy against both Gram-positive and Gram-negative
bacteria. This nanocapsule also has excellent blood compatibility
and low cytotoxicity. Patients after tumor surgery may benefit
from this “armed” carrier because it is highly anti-inflammation
and is able to deliver anticancer and antiepileptic drugs
simultaneously.

Bacterial infections during chemotherapy may be lethal for
some cancer patients due to their lower resistance to

them.1 Therefore, it is necessary to administrate antibiotics,
anticancer drugs and even antiepileptic after brain tumor
surgery. However, some traditional antibiotics may cause
serious side effects for those patients after tumor surgery.
Furthermore, abuses of antibiotics have led to the emergence of
more resistant and virulent strains of pathogens.2 Therefore, it
is necessary to develop next-generation multifunctional
antibacterial agents using new design principles. Antibacterial
peptide, as an ancient immune system for animals and plants, is
a promising candidate. We report herein an antibacterial
polypeptide-based polymeric nanocapsule with an excellent
antibacterial efficacy as an “armed” drug carrier, which may
benefit patients who are being treated by multiple drugs due to
its likely less drug interactions compared to administrating
antibiotics with other drugs simultaneously.
Natural peptides, such as defensins, cathelicidins (LL-37),

magainins, and so on, are usually small proteins with cationic
charge involved in host innate immune defense, showing broad
antimicrobial activities against bacteria, fungi, and some type of
virus with less bacterial resistance.3 However, they are usually
obtained by separation from nature, which cannot meet the
clinical demand. Moreover, the high cost of natural antibacterial
peptides is a major obstacle to their widespread use as
antibacterial agents.4 Fortunately, recent advances in polymer-
ization techniques have facilitated the controlled polymer-
ization of N-carboxyanhydrides (NCAs),5 which offers a
propensity to synthesize antibacterial polypeptides in a large
scale and at a low cost.11

We recently reported the significantly enhanced antibacterial
efficacy when an individual antibacterial polymer chain self-
assembled into polymer micelles or vesicles due to concen-

tration of local positive charges.6 It is well-known that
polymeric nanosized capsules are excellent drug carriers,
which can be used to deliver anticancer drugs such as
doxorubicin (DOX) to decrease its toxicity, slow down its
release rate, and prolong its circulation time in bloodstream.7

They can also release drugs at a given location and time when
triggered by chemical and physical stimuli.8

Herein, we report an antibacterial polypeptide-grafted
chitosan-based nanocapsule with an excellent antibacterial
efficacy and blood compatibility as an “armed” drug carrier
(Scheme 1). An acid-functionalized chitosan was selected as the
backbone of the building polymer because it is a widely used
biocompatible natural polymer with functional −COOH
groups. The nanocapsules are formed by self-assembly of
[poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-ECs3x (polymer 8,
Schemes 1 and 2) in aqueous media. The antibacterial
poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10) was synthesized by random copolymer-
ization of protected NCA-lysine and NCA-phenylalanine
monomers, which was then statistically grafted into the acid-
functionalized chitosan backbone to afford the [poly(Z-Lys11-
stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x unit, serving as the antibacterial component
after deprotection of Z group. Half −COOH groups were
statistically esterified by methanol to promote the antibacterial
activity (ECs3x). One third of residual −COOH groups in the
acid-functionalized chitosan (Cs2x) can be used for further
functionalization, such as conjugation of prodrugs. The
nanocapsule is able to simultaneously deliver anticancer drug
such as doxorubicin (DOX) and antiepileptic such as Dilantin.
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Deming and co-workers developed transition metal initiators
that allow controlled polymerization of α-amino acid N-
carboxyanhydrides (NCA) to afford polypeptide.9 Zhou et al.
prepared wide spectrum and highly antibacterial polypeptide by
using a Ni(COD)2 initiator.

10 However, it showed high toxicity
to blood cells due to the residual catalyst. In this paper, a novel
antibacterial polypeptide-grafted chitosan-based polymer,
[poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-ECs3x (8), with
excellent antibacterial activity but low toxicity to blood cells
has been synthesized in five steps (Scheme 2): (a) The
antibacterial polypeptide (3), poly(Z-Lys11-stat-Phe10), with a
−NH2 end group was synthesized by vacuum NCA
copolymerization of hydrophilic lysine (1) and hydrophobic
phenylalanine (2; Figures S1−S3 in the Supporting Informa-
tion for 1H NMR analysis); (b) Polypeptide 3 was modified by
hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) at room temperature to
form poly(Z-Lys11-stat-Phe10)-NCO (5) with a reactive −NCO
end group; (c) Polypeptide (5) was statistically grafted to acid-
functionalized chitosan to afford [poly(Z-Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-
CS]x-stat-Cs5x (6; Figure S5); (d) The −COOH groups in
polymer 6 were partially esterified by methanol using H2SO4
(95%) as the catalyst to afford [poly(Z-Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-
stat-Cs2x-stat-ECs3x (7) to enhance the antibacterial activity
with an esterification degree of about 50% (Figure S6); (e) The
Z group in polymer 7 was deprotected in the presence of HBr/
CH3COOH to afford the final polymer for preparation of
nanocapsules: [poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-
ECs3x (8). The 1H NMR and GPC analyses of the key
polymers were presented and discussed in the Supporting
Information.
Nanocapsules were self-assembled by polymer 8 in THF/

H2O (1:4, v/v), following a dialysis in pure water to remove
THF. 1H NMR spectrum of the nanocapsules in D2O revealed
significantly attenuated signals of polymer 8 chains due to

aggregation (Figure S7). The structure of nanocapsules is
rather complex due to the fuzzy boundary between hydro-
phobic and hydrophilic domains, which is similar to the case in
our recently reported homopolymer vesicles.11 As shown in
Scheme 1, in principle, partial hydrophilic moieties should form
the nanocapsule corona, whereas both the hydrophobic and
embedded hydrophilic moieties form the complex membrane
due to the H-bonding and steric effect. Therefore, it is difficult
to get a perfect transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image
of nanocapsule (Figure S8). DLS study (Figure 1) revealed that
the nanocapsules have a Z-averaged hydrodynamic diameter of
about 230 nm. AFM studies (Figure 1) suggested a diameter of
about 160 nm, which is reasonably in agreement with the DLS
analysis. The height profile of AFM study also confirmed a
hollow structure of nanocapsule, rather than a solid particle.12

Unlike microbe-killing mechanism of traditional antibiotics,
antibacterial peptides insert into cell membranes, interacting
with one another to form pores that disrupt membrane
function, leading to cell killing.13 Thus, it is difficult for
pathogens to develop resistance to antibacterial peptides.3a,14

To confirm the enhancement of the antibacterial efficacy of
[poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-ECs3x (8) nanocap-
sules compared to poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10) (4) chain (which is
the effective antibacterial component in 8), we evaluated their
minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) against both
Gram-negative E. coli and Gram-positive S. aureus (Figure 2):
16 μg/mL (polymer 8 nanocapsules) and 31 μg/mL (polymer
4 chain, which is not in any assembled state). This is partially
due to a higher local positive charge density in nanocapsules.6

Furthermore, the esterification of −COOH groups in the acid-
functionalized chitosan facilitates the antibacterial activity of
nanocapsules (ECs promoter in 8). For example, polymer 9 (by
deprotection of 6) without the esterification of −COOH
showed a less active antibacterial behavior (see Scheme S1 and
Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
Table S1 shows the MIC values of polymer 4 chains (the

effective antibacterial component in polymer 8), polymer 9
chains (without esterification compared with polymer 8) and
polymer 8 nanocapsules (the “armed” carrier). Polymer 4
chains have a highly antibacterial activity against both Gram-
negative and Gram-positive bacteria. However, when polymer 4
was grafted into acid-functionalized chitosan to form polymer
9, its antibacterial activity decreased obviously due to the
residual −COOH groups in the acid-functionalized chitosan
chain, which are negatively charged in aqueous solution.
According to the bacteria-killing mechanism, the positively
charged peptide is absorbed onto the surface of negatively
charged bacteria membrane. Therefore, the negative charge
from the residual −COOH groups in the acid-functionalized
chitosan counteracts partial positive charge in the peptides,
leading to a decrease in the antibacterial activity for polymer 9.
However, when 50% −COOH groups (relative to the entire
−COOH groups in the acid-functionalized chitosan) were
esterified by methanol to form polymer 8 and then self-
assembled into nanocapsules, their antibacterial activity against
E. coli increased by one time.
It is noteworthy that the direct comparison in the

antibacterial activities between polymer 4 chains, polymer 9
chains, and polymer 8 chains is not possible because polymer 8
chains form nanocapsules in aqueous solution above their MIC,
which is usually higher than their critical concentration for the
nanocapsule formation. According to our previous study, the
antibacterial activity of polymer 8 chains should be enhanced

Scheme 1. Antibacterial Polypeptide-Grafted Chitosan-
Based Nanocapsule as an “Armed” Carrier of Drugsa

aNanocapsules from [poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-
ECs3x (polymer 8) have excellent antibacterial activity, while they
are capable of delivering anticancer and antiepileptic drugs
simultaneously. One sixth of −COOH groups in the acid-function-
alized chitosan were grafted by an antibacterial peptide [poly(Lys11-
stat-Phe10)], providing an excellent antibacterial efficacy for nano-
capsules. Half −COOH groups in the acid-functionalized chitosan
were esterified by methanol for enhancement of antibacterial activity.
One third of residual −COOH groups in the acid-functionalized
chitosan can be further functionalized when necessary. The membrane
of capsule is composed of both hydrophobic and entrapped
hydrophilic moieties. Drugs are released faster in the presence of
protease due to biodegradation of polypeptide.
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when self-assembled into nanocapsules due to the increase of
local concentration of positive charge. Furthermore, according
to the above analysis, the esterification of −COOH groups

facilitates the enhancement of its antibacterial activity. There-
fore, the improvement of antibacterial activity of polymer 8
nanocapsules is ascribed to both the self-assembly of the
individual polymer 8 chain and the esterification of partial
−COOH groups.
To compare their blood compatibilities (one of the most

important properties for antibacterial materials) between
polymer 8 nanocapsules and polymer 4 chains, we evaluated
their abilities to lyse red blood cells in terms of the quantity
H50, which is defined as the minimum peptide concentration
that produces 50% hemolysis using 0.1% Triton X-100 as a
standard (Figure 3). Their H50’s are 700 and 110 μg/mL,
respectively, indicating much better blood compatibility and
much lower toxicity to eukaryotic cells of polymer 8
nanocapsules than polymer 4 chains. Their corresponding
selectivities (the values of H50/MIC) are 44 (700/16) and 3.4
(110/32) to E. coli, respectively, indicating that the
incorporation of biocompatible acid-functionalized chitosan
into polymer 8 and the self-assembled structure significantly

Scheme 2. Synthetic Strategy toward Antibacterial Peptide-Grafted Chitosan-Based Polymer

Figure 1. Polymer 8 nanocapsules: (A) Height contrast of atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images; (B) The corresponding height
profile reveals an aspect ratio of 9, suggesting a capsular structure. (C)
Size distribution by DLS.
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lower its toxicity compared to polymer 4. In addition, the
higher selectivity of polymer 8 nanocapsules than many other
synthetic and natural antibacterial peptides allows it a wide
range of applications in human and animals.
Self-assembled structure and incorporating antibacterial

peptide into acid-functionalized chitosan lower cytotoxicity of
nanocapsule. The cytotoxicity of polymer 8 nanocapsules and
polymer 4 chains (effective antibacterial component in 8) were
evaluated using CCK-8 assay (Figure 3). There are no
significant differences in the relative cell viabilities between
polymer 8 nanocapsules-treated human HCCLM3 liver cancer
cells and the controls in vitro, even after 72 h treatment at 100
μg/mL (Figure 3A). In contrast, polymer 4 chains showed
much higher cytotoxicity even at a lower concentration of 50
μg/mL (Figure 3B). Moreover, the nanocapsule has little effect
on the toxicity of an anticancer drug, DOX, to tumor cells
(Figure 3C).
The antibacterial nanocapsule showed enzyme response due

to peptide chains. In the presence of 5.83 mg mL−1 of trypsin,
about 40% of polymer 8 nanocapsule had been degraded within
4 h (Figure S10). To evaluate its drug release ability in the
presence of proteases such as trypsin, an antiepileptic drug
(Dilantin), and an anticancer drug (DOX) had been

simultaneously encapsulated into the nanocapsule. The drug
loading content (DLC) and drug loading efficiency (DLE) of
DOX were calculated according to the following equations.

=
×

=
μ × ×

=

DLC(%)
(weight of drug encapsulated in nanocapsules) 100%

weight of polymer

31.1 g/mL 20.68 mL 100%
15.0 mg

4.29%

=
×

=
μ × ×

=

DLE(%)
(weight of drug encapsulated in nanocapsules) 100%

weight of drug in feed

31.1 g/mL 20.68 mL 100%
3.0 mg

21.4%

The DLC and DLE of Dilantin are 10.3 and 51.7%,
respectively, as calculated according to a similar procedure (see
Supporting Information). The higher DLC and DLE of
Dilantin than that of DOX is because the stronger interaction
between the nanocapsules and Dilantin than DOX.
At 37 °C, both DOX (Figure 4A) and Dilantin (Figure 4B)

showed a retarded release due to the membrane barrier of

nanocapsules. In the presence of an enzyme (trypsin), the
release rates of both DOX and Dilantin were accelerated in the
first four hours, and the final release content increased
compared to that in the absence of trypsin.
In summary, we have successfully developed a novel

antibacterial nanocapsule as an “armed” drug carrier which
exhibits excellent efficacy for killing both Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. A synthetic antibacterial peptide,
poly(Lys11-stat-Phe10), has been grafted into acid-functionalized
chitosan to serve as a highly efficient bacterial killer. The
esterification of half −COOH groups in the acid-functionalized
chitosan, together with the self-assembly of [poly(Lys11-stat-
Phe10)-g-Cs]x-stat-Cs2x-stat-ECs3x to form a capsular nanostruc-
ture, has significantly enhanced its antibacterial activity. The
residual −COOH groups in the nanocapsule may be further
functionalized such as for conjugation of prodrugs. Importantly,
the “armed” nanocapsule has excellent blood compatibility and
low cytotoxicity. Finally, such multifunctional antibacterial
nanocapsules are able to simultaneously encapsulate both
anticancer and antiepileptic drugs and show an enzyme-
triggered faster release profile, which suggests their potential
application as “armed” drug carriers, and may benefit patients
after tumor surgery.

Figure 2. Dose-dependent growth inhibitions of typical gram-negative
(E. coli) and gram-positive (S. aureus) bacteria in the presence of
polymer 8 nanocapsules and polymer 4 chains. OD: optical density.

Figure 3. Cell viability (A-C, CCK-8 assays, n = 5) and hemolysis tests
(D) of polymer 8 nanocapsules and polymer 4 chains.

Figure 4. Cumulative release profile of DOX and Dilantin-loaded
polymer 8 nanocapsules at 37 °C in 0.01 M tris buffer and pH 7.4
[concentrations (if any): trypsin 6.0 mg mL−1, nanocapsule solution
0.36 mg mL−1]: (A) DOX release profile determined by fluorescence
spectrometer; (B) Dilantin release profile determined by UV−vis
spectroscopy.
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